Mots clés: réservoir, caractéristique géométrique, méthode des moindres carrés, modèle de la forme Sergii Pronenko and Olexandr Samoylenko SE "Ukrmetrteststandard", 4, Metrologischna str., Ukraine Abstract. It has been proposed strict, from least square method (LSM), solution of evaluation geometrical parameters of vertical cylindrical tank (cylindrical part mean radius, tank tilt, axial tilt directional angle, radial deviations of tank wall from approximate cylinder) by point coordinates at the tank wall that are calculated by the measurement results of horizontal and vertical angles and distances by electronic total stations and scanners. For strict record of measurement uncertainty while approximation by LSM, it has been proposed to use their correlation matrix. It has been proposed simple model of evaluation resulting relative uncertainty of tank and course capacity, that include A-type uncertainty, evaluated as standard radial deviation and B-type uncertainty, evaluated on the base of metrological researches of the instruments that are used during measurements.
Theoretically the tank wall surface must have cylindrical shape and the axes of this cylinder must be vertical, but in practice it is impossible. As soon as the point coordinates on the real tank wall surface are obtained with the geodetic instrument one could estimate mid radius of cylinder and it axis tilt by processing cylindrical surface approximation. Evaluation of statistic characteristic of tank wall deformation and roughness is fulfilled by radial deviation. Radial deviation is the shortest distance between real and approximation cylindrical surfaces. The other word it is the distance to a real surface toward approximated surface (in this point). The name of this statistic characteristic is standard radial deviation. This statistic characteristic would include uncertainty of geodetic measurements which influence at geometrical parameters uncertainty and therefore at capacities must be estimated. Accuracy of evaluation of standard radial deviation would depend on sample size (points quantity at the surface which coordinates are determined) and statistic characteristics of geodetic measurements. With the use of standard radial deviation evaluation, А-type uncertainty of geometrical parameters and tank capacity is estimated.
So the main goal is to develop strict method (in the sense of least square method) of evaluation geometrical spron@ukrcsm.kiev.ua parameters and capacity of vertical cylindrical tanks and their uncertainty according to the results of geodetic measurements.
It has been proposed strict, for the sense of least square method (LSM), solution of evaluation the geometrical parameters of vertical cylindrical tank (cylindrical part mean radius, tank tilt, axial tilt directional angle, radial deviations of tank wall from approximate cylinder) by point coordinates at the tank wall that are calculated by the measurement results of horizontal and vertical angles and distances by electronic total stations and scanners. For strict record of measurement uncertainty while approximation by LSM, it has been proposed to use their correlation matrix. It has been proposed simple model of evaluation resulting relative uncertainty of tank and course capacity, that include A-type uncertainty, evaluated as standard radial deviation and B-type uncertainty, evaluated on the base of metrological researches of the instruments that are used during measurements.
While development mathematically strict generalized method of measurement results processing one can point out such main issues: 1) evaluation of tank surfaces geometrical parameters by approximation of the measured spatial coordinates by least square method (LSM); 3) calculation of tank graduation characteristics (interval capacities) with the use of obtained geometrical parameters and real tank shape toward approximating surface; 4) strict evaluation by LSM of the tank interval capacities uncertainty based on geometrical parameters uncertainty of object surface evaluated by LSM.
Measurement model binding points coordinates on the surface and its geometrical parameters: n is quantity of points at the surface which coordinates are determined.
Absolute height is vertical distance from horizontal flatness which passes through dip-point to point with number i .
Due to surface roughness and coordinate measurement uncertainties equations (1) are not fulfilled. That is why for evaluation of determined geometrical parameters it is necessary to make equations of corrections, which we obtain by partial derivation of measurement model (1) by measured coordinates and defined parameters: 
where A is matrix of partial derivatives from measurement model (1) Taking into account that parametric equations of corrections (2) 
To tank geometrical parameters one can refer: -parameters of its spatial attitude -coordinates of tank center or point on its axis (for calculation of tank capacity are not used but obligatory included into (1) and they are necessary while calculations (2) - (5)); -parameters of its spatial orientation -angles between tank axis and coordinate axis or planes, for example, angle and direction (azimuth) axis tilt of vertical cylindrical tank; -parameters of its dimensions and shape, for example, radius of spherical or cylindrical tank, minor semiaxis of elliptical tank bottom or height of conic tank bottom.
Geometrical parameters of orientation, dimensions and shape enter into formulas for calculation of total and interval capacities of the tank: For vertical tank the measurement model (1) has the view:
4. It has been developed general theoretical method of evaluation interval capacity uncertainty of any tank, that provide adequate comparable results without regard to tanks shape and dimension, their surface deformations, geodetic measurement accuracy, and also points location and quantity, which coordinates were determined on the surfaces.
